LOCAL TALKS A
HUGE SUCCESS

the truth about British
Fascism it is easier to
approach the subject of
Fascism today. Holding a
questions and answer
session after the main
talk gives you chance to
move the conservation
onto the NBU.

issue 24

It is amazing how people
open up when they are
in the company of other
like-minded people. Our
movement is, after all,
about people not
politicians, the NBU is
not a party who wish to
strut the political stage
sporting a colourful
rosette playing the
establishments game
and building on sand.

The Leader recently gave
lectures entitled 'Mosley
and the BUF' in a short
No, we are laying real
tour of village halls. These
concrete foundations, we
are advertised locally as
will carry on our task of
'historic interest' to avoid
reaching our people as
any trouble from the usual
Gary has said, “Without
suspects. Most villages
fuss, without
have a history society or
confrontation the quiet
such like and are often
revolution is underway”.
looking for speakers. This
has proven a great way to
Samantha Curtis
promote the NBU. Once the
audience has listened to
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Officer message
board
Hello comrades I am
Alexander Agnew and I am
the Regional Officer for
Central Scotland and the
West

if anyone is interested in
putting ideas through for
this then please email
me.

I live in Glasgow and I am Thank you
Hail Victory
52 years old and i have
been a member of our
glorious organisation for a Anders
number of years and a
New media site
supporter for longer .

NBU website
http://newbritishunion.c
o.uk/index.html

I first started being
involved in far right politics
as a 18 year old and done
the usual rounds of groups
in and around the
1980/90s like NF through
to BNP but really started
focussing on fascism and
Oswald Mosley in about
2005 and it showed me a
different way of what I
wasn't getting out of the
main groups who were
disorganised and unruly .

New Welsh Officer
NBU Twitter
Daffyd has set up an
NBU page on Gab, this
https://twitter.com/gary
site unlike facebook and raikes2
twitter allows real
The New British Union is
freedom of speech, you
the more professional and will not get closed down
intelligent way of political merely for being Fascist.
parties and we an really
More patriots are using
make a difference where
Gab for this reason, so if
the others have failed .
your fed up of being
persecuted just for not
I look forward to meeting following the lefts
NBU Broadcasting
you all sometime and I
perversion of politics
want to make a small
please sign up for Gab
gathering of our Scottish
https://www.youtube.co
and join the NBU page.
members possible
m/channel/UCTORand6t
whenever we can organise https://gab.ai/groups/3c yp1vh5Noa5EyfA
it
6dc49e-340a-464cbbc8-ef45fb59f0b2
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NBU OFFICE
NEEDS YOUR
HELP

I am sorry to have to be
writing to you again so
soon. Donorbox closed
our account, not for
anything we have done,
not even for anything we
As members will know NBU
have said but because of
has been under constant
who we are! All other
attack since forming in
political groups are fine,
2012. Our enemies will not
they are happy to deal
stop nor must we! They
with them. We on the
have got our paypal
other hand they are
account closed, the new
happy to discriminate
donorbox account shut
against, we are once
down and banks refusing to
again being treated like
do business with us. This
second class citizens, it
has interfered with the
is a disgrace.
running of NBU especially
the office rental. Of course Of course this is all part
of the plan to stop
that is why they do it!
fascism progressing,
which we cannot and
The office is a great
success, it has allowed us must not let happen. To
help us out at this
to increase membership
and propaganda, to hold all critical time I would urge
NBU property, flags posters you to fill out the
banners computers printers attached standing order
pro-forma to take to
literature etc in one safe
your bank. This will
place.
ensure we receive your
If we lose the office we generous monthly
donations. Or you can
lose the fight
donate by credit card by
clicking on the donate
All members will have
picture in NBU Store on
received an email with a
our website.
standing order form
attached, if you haven't
This is a brand new
please let us know.
account opened in my
I would urge you to set up name (as NBU simply
a monthly debit of ten
cannot open one) with
pounds to help secure the Santander that will be
rent for the office so we
used solely for the
can carry on the struggle. movement. The form is
already filled in with
these details.

The struggle continues I
hope you will continue to
support us going
forward.

https://newbritish
union.co.uk/nbustore.html#!/prod
ucts/donate
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HAVE YOUR SAY

but. A man who took his
country from a third
world illiterate shit hole
to a major European
power in 15 years was
no fool. His
ethos and regime of
inclusion for everyone in
the country was the
template for all who see
the Fascist way as the
answer. I have read your
aims and am impressed
that they are honourable
and achievable

Great news about the
J H Owen
election, Gary was spot on,
forbritain did waste time
During the 50s and 60s,
money and effort only to
those English folks who
get a handful of votes
complained, and even
(almost beaten by the
marched, against the
Raving Monster Loony
massive amount of
Party) while we worked
incomers from places
away in the background
like the West Indies and
getting seven of our guys the Indian
elected as independents! subcontinent were
Well done to each and
denounced as racists.
everyone of them.
When they said that
these outlanders and
Patrick Martyn
their offspring would
never accept traditional
Where to begin, I have
English values they were
been a Fascist all my life
scoffed at. Now about 60
but never active in politics. years after let us look at
Turned off by the blatant
some of the facts.
racism of the far right
In recent times in
parties. I have read
Rotherham at least
Mussolini extensively and 1,400 white English
find him a much
children were exploited
misunderstood character. by an Asian grooming
Portrayed as a baffoon by gang between 1997 and
history to suit the liberal
2013.
world, he was anything
In Rochdale, nine

Pakistani men were
convicted of rape in
2012. Later made into
BBC drama Three Girls.
In Newcastle, a 17strong gang claimed 108
victims and were gaoled
n 2017.
In Telford, a "BritishAsian" gang's victims
between 2007 and 2009
were as high as 1,000.
In Aylesbury, six Asian
men were gaoled in
2015 and had made
their victims have sex
for 'the price of a
McDonald's'.
In Derby, Nine men,
mostly of Pakistani
origin, abused 27 girls as
young as 12.
In Bristol, 13 Somali
men were gaoled in
2014 for running a sex
ring.
In Keighley, a gang of 12
Asian men raped a girl
they saw as "utterly
worthless".
In Peterborough 10
Pakistani men including
a Pakistani restaurant
boss were convicted of
child sex crimes.
In the Middle Ages men
were hanged for such
offences. It really makes
you wonder!
In case folks might think
they only treat English
girls in such a cruel way
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there are other activities
which have just come to
light.

difference then let them
go back and live in a
country where such
cruelty is acceptable but
not here.

Forced marriages are on
the increase amongst
Bangladeshi and Pakistani Granville V Stone
families. These are
marriages when the girl,
often underage, is made to
marry a man usually older
than her and sometimes
closely related. Arranged
marriages are not the
same. They happen when
two sets of parents meet
and decide their children
are suitable to wed and the
children meet up and can
refuse even if this will not
be liked by their parents!
These marriages can work
out well. The charity Karma
Nirvana which helps victims
of honour-based abuse and
forced marriages advises
young girls who fear
they might be at risk to
hide a metal spoon in their Dear readers,
underwear to trigger
The growth of our
airport scanners, giving
movement has been
them chance to alert
intensified for the past
security personnel before
few months,
they are taken out of
In the recent times, our
England. These measures
movement has been
are only needed because
gaining a lot of support
teachers, doctors, social
from Britain and Europe
workers and police are so
alike. This is due to our
fearful of being branded
movement being
racist that they shy away
oriented to the welfare
from early intervention!
of European and British
Call it what you like but
people alike, putting
this is domestic violence
Britain first of course.
and must be dealt with as
This matter of fact
such. If these parents
claim it is merely a cultural serves as proof that our
people have awaken up

and have possibly saw
that dangers that are
upon us.
Unfortunately, many
people still lay asleep,
dreaming of a
"multicultural paradise"
and the (regressive)
alike.
Only our propaganda
work can awake them
and hopefully will as
our European continent
itself, European
civilisation and culture
are in immediate
danger.
We can achieve it by
spreading our ideas and
our words and by
subverting the left and
the betrayed right.
Vassilis Spilipoulos
NBU Youth Officer
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HELP US BUILD A
FASCIST FUTURE

up the anti-British
UAF-Hope not HateHistory is written, not so
Searchlight thugs
much by the victors, but by that attack not only
those who control the
us but the Police
means of communication. Service who enforce
And so for the last seventy the laws made by the
years liberals, socialists
political elite. I have
and communists have
been dismayed to
spewed out their hatred of see the verbal
British Fascism and all it
attacks from some
has stood for in the trade’s EDL members
union-funded newsletters against the Police,
and websites, the school
make no mistake the
textbooks, the university
police are the thin
journals, the academic
blue line between the
works, the popular novels, forces of anarchy and
the songs, the newspapers, the order of civilised
the magazines, the
society. These
television documentaries, ‘patriots’ need to look at
and even, the Hollywood
their behaviour and how
movies.
it confirms to the
This has made our task
stereotype it portrays.
difficult but not impossible; To imagine that any
the truth will always break extremism can be
through the barrage of lies combated by
as long as we remain
demonstrations that
steadfast under fire. The
mostly result in EDL v
first truth on the path to
UAF v Police is at the
enlightenment is that
very least misguided.
liberalism leads to
Walking drunkenly down
persecution.
a street chanting e-e-edl
Remove the smiling mask is not going to effect
from a liberal and you will Islamic extremism one
see a face snarling with
jot. Anything from 40satanic hatred of all that
60% of people no longer
makes us British.
vote, they have simply
It is the liberal political
given up on politics and
elite that is our enemy and politicians and feel they
the enemy of all hard
are not represented by
working decent law
any party or movement.
abiding people, it is the
These are the people
liberal socialists and
that hold the future of
communists who make
Britain in their hands;

these are the people we
need to reach. But acting
like football fans or
indeed Eton Toffs will not
attract them. People
want honesty, decency,
strength, fairness, and
real leadership with lawabiding honourable and
loyal comrades
to represent them, they
want People not
Politicians and that is
what NBU and only NBU
can offer them.
Discipline, dedication,
direction Blackshirts
have it all, the real
march starts here, help
us build the fascist
future, the only real
alternative, help us
reach the people with
the truth and break
through 70 years of lies.
Gary Raikes
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The Anvil
computers and therefore
have no email
facility. Together we can
reach the four corners
and countless millions of
fed-up and
disenfranchised souls
To receive a copy of each looking for answers and
issue please send an email a sense of community
with the word 'subscribe' to and belonging.
anvilnewsletter@gmail.com
To unsubscribe at any time Samizdat:
send a return email with
the word 'unsubscribe'.
an historic form of
An irregular bulletin for
National Freedom,
Social
Justice and Moral Order

dissident activity in
which individuals
reproduced censored
and underground
Welcome to the eighth
publications by hand and
edition of The Anvil, an
passed the documents
electronic bulletin designed from reader to reader.
to inform and
Build Social Power Whilst
inspire, to educate and
Helping the Poor and
encourage, to resist and
Needy
revolt against the growing Seek Donations of Food,
Globalist, antiClothes, Toys, Furniture
Christian, World Order. We Box-Up or Bag the
encourage you first of all to Donations
subscribe to this bulletin, Advertise the
as we
Association, Distribution
will only send out copies to Points and Times
subscribing email
Distribute Items at
addresses. Secondly, we
Advertised Times and
encourage you to
Places
email issues of this bulletin Deliver to Needy Homes
to your own circle of
Deliver to Children's
friends and colleagues and Hospital Wards
encourage
Recommended Reading
them to subscribe directly.
Thirdly, we encourage you
www.carmel-books.org
to print it off and give hard
copies of
this bulletin to family and
friends who do not use
Bulletin #8 20th June
2018

Subscribing email
addresses are only kept
on file by The Anvil for
as long as subscription is
maintained.
Email addresses are
deleted from our
database upon
unsubscription. Your
email address is not sold
or given
to any third party.

If you would like a
copy of the full
five page bulletin
please contact
press@newbritishu
nion.co.uk
We will be happy
to forward you
one.
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analysis of the political
philosophy of Fascism.
Alfred Rosenberg
outlines the “World”
philosophy of Fascism
and National Socialism.
Dr. Robert Ley describes
the goals and
achievements of the
National Socialist
“Strength through Joy”
program, and Max
Hunger describes the
achievements of the
German “Winter Relief
Work”. Whilst these and
other writers in Fascist
Voices shared common
values in the Fascist
creed, each had their
own political agenda and
loyalties. In Fascist
Voices the reader will
obtain not only an
understanding of the
vision and achievements
highlights the problem of of Fascism and National
Socialism, but the reader
Fascist Voices contains a money and the Central
Banking
system,
Anne
will also understand why
unique and
Seelig-Thomann
powerful economic and
uncompromising collection
describes
the
political vested interests
of essays that appeared in
achievements
of
Hitler,
sought their destruction.
Fascist Quarterly (later
and
the
role
of
women
in
Some eighty years later,
titled British Union
National
Socialist
the world knows very
Quarterly) during the
Germany.
Joseph
little about the Fascist
turbulent 1930s. This
Goebbels,
outlining
his
and National Socialist
publication was a bold
vision
of
European
creed, except the lies
attempt by the British
Socialism,
Vidkun
and distortions provided
Union of Fascists to counter
Quisling,
calling
for
the
by its opponents. The
the influence of the Left
political
unification
of
the
publication of Fascist
Book Club, by providing an
Nordic
race.
General
Voices seeks to address
alternative intellectual
Franco’s
speech
to
the
that
platform for those writers
people
of
Spain,
Major
problem.https://www.os
and thinkers who
General
J.
F.
C.
Fuller,
waldmosley.com/wpsubscribed to the Fascist
describes
the
Fascist
content/uploads/2018/0
and National Socialist
attitude
to
War.
Oswald
6/Fascist_Voices-1.jpg
creed.The series includes
Mosley
provides
an
articles by Ezra Pound who
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